
 
“Truth is what redeems the world from hell and that’s 

the truth. Tell the truth. And don’t lie. Start talking and 
sharpen yourself up. The enemy is a cloud – they are a 
cloud of gnats – they are only courageous in groups; in 

mobs.  If you stand your ground and don’t apologize and 
you articulate things properly, they will disperse - like 

you’re not even there.” 
~ Dr. Jordan Peterson ~ 

 

Canada 
 

It's now extraordinarily hard to argue Trudeau 
deserves re-election by Conrad Black 

Misleading Parliament on the scale that Trudeau did, with the full support 
of his caucus, whatever the MPs’ private misgivings, on the heels of the 
even more scandalous and malicious prosecution of Vice-Admiral Mark 
Norman, all overlaid on a very inadequate general performance in 
government for the past four years, should place the government as clear 
underdogs in the election in two months. Unless Trudeau runs the greatest 
and most persuasive election campaign in Canada’s history, he and his 
partisans should be thoroughly punished and defeated by the voters for a 
combination of incompetence and deficient ethics that this country has not 
seen in Ottawa before. 

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/conrad-black-8-17 
Think Justin Trudeau’s instincts are scary? Take a 
look at what two of his advisers have to say 
 

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/conrad-black-8-17


Sacha is a filmmaker. He made an anti-American movie, called Embedded 
in Baghdad. He made an anti-Israel movie called The Fence. And his latest 
masterpiece is called The New Great Game, about Iran’s courageous 
decision to defy America and Israel. Sacha made it in co-operation with 
Press TV, the state-run propaganda agency of Iran. Sacha is like Justin — a 
spoiled dilettante. But Trudeau’s more serious adviser is Omar Alghabra, 
the Saudi-born former president of the Canadian Arab Federation who 
briefly served as an MP from Mississauga. 

https://torontosun.com/2013/04/26/bad-advice-think-justin-trudeaus-
instincts-are-scary-take-a-look-at-what-two-of-his-advisers-have-to-
say/wcm/b4993323-46ef-45e6-ac9e-aed0c23e0f20 
 

Justin Trudeau has issued a large number of 
apologies since becoming prime minister. 

To be exact, Trudeau has apologized ten times on a wide array of issues 
and while there are many things Trudeau has apologized for, there are 
many issues the prime minister hasn’t issued an apology. Read the list 
here: 
 
https://tnc.news/2019/08/22/justin-trudeau-apologizes-a-lot-but-not-for-
these-five-things-hes-responsible-for/ 
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Kevin O’Leary Says Trudeau is Toxic, Period 
 
Kevin O’Leary is not mincing words when it comes to Canadian politics. 
Speaking on the current government, he said that Canada’s future hinges 
on drastic changes that need happen in parliament. “The country is a 
disaster,” O’Leary, chairman of O’Shares ETFs said, noting that another 
four years of the same leadership would cut the growth rate to zero. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gwsn3twqwZ0&feature=youtu.be 

Liberals Block Ethics Commissioner from Testifying 

The cover-up continues. The Trudeau Liberals are in full cover-up mode, as 
they desperately try to stop Canadians from learning more about Justin 
Trudeau’s SNC-Lavalin Scandal. Liberal MPs on the Ethics Committee – with 
the exception of Nathanial Erskine-Smith, voted to block the Ethics 
Commissioner from testifying on his Trudeau Report, even though the 
Ethics Commissioner wanted to testify. 

https://www.spencerfernando.com/2019/08/21/corrupt-liberals-block-
ethics-commissioner-from-testifying/ 

Leader of new People’s Party of Canada says his 
party is the only one willing to discuss the 
“Islamist menace” 

People’s Party of Canada (PPC) leader Maxime Bernier, along with PPC 
candidates and supporters, attended the party’s first national conference in 
Gatineau, Quebec on Sunday. A little background: the PPC was launched in 
September of last year after Bernier resigned from Canada’s official 
opposition Conservative Party. Bernier is also a former cabinet minister 
with the Conservatives. His new PPC has managed in less than a year to 
form electoral district associations in all of Canada’s 338 ridings. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/leader-of-new-peoples-party 

Canadian Political Debates Officially a Farce 
It is one thing to realize all the debate’s participants will be going after 
Scheer. But it is quite another to decide to have five conservative-hating 
moderators, members of a union that has announced a campaign against 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gwsn3twqwZ0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2019/08/21/corrupt-liberals-block-ethics-commissioner-from-testifying/
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the CPC.  Scheer really should back out of a debate that has been formally 
rigged against him. But he is too much a part of the establishment to do 
that. What Bernier should do is to challenge Scheer to a debate. There 
could be two moderators, one chosen by each participant. It would be a 
real debate rather than what exists now; paid off “journalists” pretending 
to be fair and impartial. 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/canadian-political-debates-officially-a-
farce  

CPC member, Benjamin Dichter, calls out Islamism 
in impassioned speech at PPC Convention 
 
Impassioned speech by former Conservative Party member, B.J. Dichter, at 
PPC convention. Ben joined the PPC the morning of this speech. “Canada is 
sick and suffering and it is suffering from the stench from cultural 
relativism and political Islam.  It is suffering from the stench of extremism, 
the same as Third World countries.” Political Islamic "entryism" is rotting 
away the Canadian body politic "like syphilis" Can we discuss or would that 
be Islamophobic? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjejMMNJkdY 

Quebec: Green Party candidate forced to resign for 
criticizing mosque leader 

Luc Saint-Hilaire, the Green candidate for the Quebec riding of Lévis-
Lotbinière, told the Star that the party gave him 24 hours to resign after he 
shared a post on Facebook following reports that a man accused of trying 
to kill his ex-wife by setting her on fire is Muslim.Luc Saint-Hilaire wrote: 
“It would be a good moment for the president of ‘the Islamic Association’ 
to condemn the repugnant actions of this ‘Mohamed’ who made his wife a 
human torch in front of her kids… but no! It’s silence…” 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/quebec-green-party-candidate-

forced-to-resign-after-criticizing-mosque-leader 

The push to boot candidates accused of 
Islamophobia raises questions 
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On Friday, the Green Party fired their candidate in the Quebec riding of 
Lévis-Lotbinière after he was labelled an ‘Islamophobe’ because he dared 
to criticize a mosque leader. Before Saint-Hilaire was punished by the 
Green Party for criticizing an Islamic cleric, Salim Mansur’s nomination as a 
candidate was disallowed because he too was judged too critical of Islamic 
issues, despite him being a Muslim. And just three days after Saint-Hilaire’s 
vilification, another Conservative Party candidate, Ghada Melek, came in 
the cross hairs.  

https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/fatah-the-push-to-boot-
candidates-accused-of-islamophobia-raises-questions 
 

 
 

The RCMP Have no Choice but to Investigate the 
SNC-Lavalin Scandal 

It is clear the efforts to have then Attorney General Judy Wilson-Raybould 
interfere with the decision of the Director of Public Prosecutions not to 
abandon a prosecution of SNC-Lavalin in a $48 million bribery case 
involving the late Muammar Gaddafi and the alleged defrauding of Libyan 
organizations of $130 million was multifaceted and involved a number of 
people. The attempt to interfere was adjudged to be a breach of Section 9 
of the Conflicts of Interest Act. In other words, he broke the law, again. 
This is the second time Trudeau has been found in breach of the Act.  

https://tnc.news/2019/08/17/knight-the-rcmp-have-no-choice-but-to-
investigate-the-snc-lavalin-scandal/ 

BC Court: Teen girl can stay on male hormone 
shots without Dad's consent 
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There's perhaps no case before the courts right now that will have a more 
deleterious effect on Canadians’ rights than one being heard right now in 
British Columbia. Tragically, this may be all in vain: His daughter has been 
undergoing state-mandated hormone therapy all this time and in all 
likelihood has passed into the void of infertility. 

https://www.therebel.media/british-columbia-court-teen-girl-taking-male-

hormones-without-fathers-consent 

C3RF Members Update – 23 August 2019 

This week's update continues with the analysis of the challenged nature of 
"responsible government" in Canada. Latest evidence, in the form of the 
Ethic Commissioner's "Trudeau II Report", point to a system that has 
devolved into cronyism and the "end justifies the means" over the "rule of 
law". More than ever, it appears that Canadians need to elect 
representatives into power who are capable of restoring their birthright in 
the form of "responsible government". 
 
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/08/23/C3RF-Member-
Update---23-August-2019    

 
Call to Action – Boycott the Upcoming Debates 
 
Will you join us in sending Debate's Commissioner David Johnston a 
message advising you commit to Boycott the Debates unless Maxime 
Bernier is included? Who are they to dictate to Canadians how this election 
will unfold? 
 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/call-to-action-boycott-the-upcoming-
debates/ 
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Immigration  

Arrest all Western Leaders Responsible for 
Genocidal Third World Immigration! 

For every immigrant who is charged with gang rape, murder or terrorism, 
the politicians, immigration officials and others responsible for allowing 
non-whites into the country, should also face charges of rape, murder or 
terrorism. As custodians of the state, the hostile elite should be intelligent 
enough to know that ceaseless, massive and indiscriminate importation of 
racially incompatible and unassimilable foreigners will cause significant 
problems for the host society. Indeed, Western leaders and immigration 
officials would think twice before importing Africans, Moslems and other 
foreigners into their own countries if they were held accountable for their 
actions by the criminal courts. 

https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/08/arrest-all-western-leaders-
responsible-for-genocidal-third-world-immigration.html#more 
 

Should everyone be permitted into the West? 

This is a crucial question and one that tends to make many uncomfortable, 
but it is legitimate: should everyone from outside the Western world be 
permitted entry to the West as an immigrant?  Is there no point where 
such nations may be allowed to say no to any particular group, regardless 
of where they come from? 

With the advent of loosened immigration policies throughout the Western 
world over the last half-century and the growing push for multiculturalism 
within them, the mantra "diversity is our strength" has ushered in a 
mentality that effectively says all people, from all over the world, have an 
inherent right of entry to Western lands.   

Yet here's the question: why?  Why must this be the case?  Why should we 
just assume that it must be so? Who says, and what is the endgame? But, 
we are not to ask questions.  We are only to accept...or else.  This should 
give us pause as to what is really happening here.  

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/08/should_everyone_be_per
mitted_into_the_west.html#ixzz5xFAgpvBj  
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Facebook, YouTube 
Facebook censorship blocking conservative thought 
from the national dialogue 

This Facebook censorship process is an updated and much slicker version 
of the classic “Denounce Your Neighbors” communist control device widely 
used in Cuba, North Korea, and China.  It was a key feature of China’s 
Cultural Revolution in the late 1960s and early 1970s.  Today, the Chinese 
Communist government itself uses a more modern point system to control 
the population, just as Facebook and other social media platforms are now 
doing their part to restrict free speech in the U.S. Congress has had a 
look but done nothing.   

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/08/facebook_censorship_bloc
king_conservative_thought_from_the_national_dialogue.html 
 

PragerU versus YouTube 

Free speech is in jeopardy.  Big Tech behemoths like YouTube, Facebook 
and Twitter are putting their thumbs on the free speech scale, “restricting” 
conservative content they don’t like   PragerU is fighting ack with a lawsuit 
against YouTube and its parent company, Google.  The real winner (or 
loser) will be the American public.  In this video, Attorney Eric George, who 
is representing PragerU, lays out our case.  Be the jury. 

https://www.prageru.com/video/prageru-v-youtube/ 

 

 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7372431/China-bans-millions-untrustworthy-citizens-taking-planes-month.html.
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The Left 
So, what does an Antifa terrorist look like? 

The Antifa movement in the United States is composed of left-wing 
autonomous militant groups and individuals engaged in violent protest 
tactics against those whom they identify as fascist, racist, or on the far 
right.  The activists tend to be anti-capitalists and include anarchists, 
socialists, and communists, with some liberals and social democrats. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/08/so_what_does_an_antifa_
terrorist_look_like.html#ixzz5x0mwGuM2  
 

“The Southern Poverty Law Center is a hate-based 
scam that nearly caused me to be murdered” 

The Southern Poverty Law Center is not what it claims to be. Not a pure-
hearted, clear-headed legal advocate for the vulnerable, but rather an 
obscenely wealthy marketing scheme. For years, the left-wing interest 
group has used its ‘hate group’ list to promote the fiction that violent neo-
Nazis and Christian non-profits peacefully promoting orthodox beliefs about 
marriage and sex are indistinguishable.  

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/the-southern-poverty-law-center-is-

a-hate-based-scam-that-nearly-caused-me-to-be-murdered 

Diversity 
Drag Queen Story Hour Branches Out 
 
"Any insinuation that we have an agenda to indoctrinate children 
misunderstands LGBTQ experiences and is rooted in homophobia and 
transphobia," insists the DQSH page. Translation: "You disagree with me? 
I will not adduce facts to prove you wrong. Rather, I will smear you a 
hater: racist, sexist, homophobe, transphobe." "A SWAT team of two 
snipers was stationed on the roof of a public library in Spokane, 
Washington June 15. Their mission, along with 30-40 police officers, was to 

https://www.aol.com/article/news/2017/05/04/what-is-antifa-controversial-far-left-group-defends-use-of-violence/22067671/
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defend DQSH from 300 concerned mothers and allies protesting the 
event." You can just smell the tolerance. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/274697/drag-queen-story-hour-
branches-out-danusha-v-goska 

 

 

Around the World 

France 
 

“Every bit of Islam is monopolized” by the Muslim 
Brotherhood, which has plan to take over 

The Muslim Brotherhood is already designated as a terrorist organization in 
the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia and Egypt, but its playground is 
now in Western countries, where the group is aided, often unwittingly, by 
naive and uninformed Western allies who have fallen for the Brotherhood’s 
clever manipulation of identity politics — including charges of 
“Islamophobia” and accusations of “racism.”  

The Muslim Brotherhood plan for North America is available for any and 
every inquiring mind to read, but remains largely unread. You can read 
it HERE online, or order the booklet. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/france-every-bit-of-islam-is-

monopolized-by-the-muslim-brotherhood-which-has-plan-to-take-over 
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Germany 

Germans Under Siege 
 
Police stats reveal Germans are overwhelmingly victims of migrant 
crimes. These stats show with precision that the liberal/left wing assertion 
that migrants are threatened by right wing radicals or "those hostile to 
foreigners" is false and a "very narrow one." As the stats prove, it is 
obviously the other way around. Anti-German leftists are probably also 
unhappy that these same statistics show the number of crimes committed 
by Germans has been going down for years. 
 
When ACT! For Canada tried showing the film "Killing Europe" which 
describes exactly this, we were shut down by the Ottawa Public Library. 
 
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/274676/germans-under-siege-
stephen-brown 

India 

10,000+ Hindus unite in a major rally in India to 
denounce terrorism, show support for Israel 

Devdutta Maji drew parallels between the two peoples, two democracies 
and their determination to thwart terrorism. "Jews have a right to exist. 
Hindus also have a right to exist. Hindus for generations have been facing 
genocides. We have lost 400 million Hindus in the last 1400 years. 53 
million Hindus have simply vanished from Bangladesh alone. We must 
stand up for ourselves. If the tiny beautiful nation of Israel can stand 
strong against terrorism, we Hindus need to say NO! Never again will we 
permit terrorism on our own soil." 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/08/10000_hindus_unite_in_a
_major_rally_in_india_to_denounce_terrorism_show_support_for_israel.ht
ml#ixzz5x3FX9rr5 
 

Israel 

Tlaib and Omar Weren’t Banned for Disagreeing 
with Israel. Their jihad advocacy is far worse than 
that.  
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It is worth noting that all the political parties in the “Palestinian territories” 
are pro-terror and dedicated to the destruction of Israel. This is what Omar 
and Tlaib support. Those who are comparing their ban with the banning of 
Pamela Geller and me from Britain are ignoring the fact that we never have 
called for or justified any violence or terrorism. The same cannot be said of 
Ilhan Omar and Rashida Tlaib. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/274656/tlaib-and-omar-werent-
banned-disagreeing-israel-robert-spencer 

Italy 
 

Italy’s PM in scathing attack on Salvini as he 
announces resignation 
Italy‘s prime minister announced his resignation on Tuesday as he made a 
blistering attack on his own interior minister, Matteo Salvini, accusing him 
of sinking the ruling coalition and endangering the economy for personal 
and political gain. Salvini at times shook his head, rolled his eyes or nodded 
to League senators as the prime minister accused him of being 
“irresponsible”, “reckless”, “alarming” and “disrespectful”. 
 
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/italy-s-pm-in-scathing-
attack-on-salvini-as-he-announces-resignation-1.3992043 
 

Nigeria 
 

First-Hand Report: Why is the World Ignoring This  

At least 1,200 people were killed and close to 200,000 were displaced in 
northeast Nigeria in 2018 alone due to the brutal and genocidal campaign 
being waged by the Islamist terror group Boko Haram. To date, nearly 
30,000 have been killed and two million displaced. The group, which 
literally means “secular education is forbidden,” is indiscriminate in its 
mission, targeting Christians as well as Muslims they do not agree with. 
 
https://clarionproject.org/first-hand-report-why-is-the-world-ignoring-this-
genocide/ 
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Palestinian Authority 
 

“Palestinian Authority” Threatens Prison for Gay 
Group  

I’m sure that all the various ‘gays for Palestine’ groups will ignore this. As 
will the media. But it will run ten thousand photos of Rep. Tlaib’s 
grandmother scowling at the camera and wishing death on President 
Trump and America. Which one is an actual civil rights issue? 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/point/274675/palestinian-authority-
threatens-prison-gay-group-daniel-greenfield 

United Kingdom 
 

Sharia UK: Police hunting for man who made a rude 
joke to a Muslim 

A Muslim man was abused by a middle-aged man, who said: “You haven’t 
come to bomb the place have you?” and then laughed, as they queued to 
purchase tickets for the Carabao Cup clash between Salford City and Leeds 
United. Salford City does not tolerate the use of racist or abusive language 
or behaviour and we will take relevant action against the person 
responsible in conjunction with Greater Manchester Police”…. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/sharia-uk-police-hunting-for-man-

who-made-a-rude-joke-to-muslim 

Another Letter from Tommy 

TR.News has obtained another letter from Tommy with further updates. 
Tommy addresses the reasons behind the cancellation of the 
demonstration planned for the 24th of August and all the unbelievable 
amount of support he has received. 
 
https://www.tr.news/another-letter-from-tommy 

United States 
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The Hijabs of Our Banana Republic by Daniel 
Greenfield 
When a company runs into trouble, it tries to go forward or backward. And 
when Banana Republic faced a 3% decline in sales, it decided to go all the 
way back to the 7th century. Hoping to tap into the lucrative market of 
concealing bruises and strangulation marks, Banana Republic rolled out a 
line of hijabs for the discerning woman who knows better than to leave 
home without the permission of a male guardian.  

Modern lefties iconize hijabs without having the faintest idea of what they 
mean or what they’re for. All they know is that to properly display diversity, 
you need to add a woman in a hijab between the gay guy, the Black Lives 
Matter guy, and the militant #resistance member ready to storm 
Starbucks; even though a hijab is as much a symbol of human liberation as 
a case of female genital mutilation.  

http://sultanknish.blogspot.com/2019/08/the-hijabs-of-our-banana-

republic.html 

On Being Brigitte: A Profile in Courage 

The enigmatic and powerfully private Brigitte Gabriel is the first in a series 
of profiles I intend to publish on important, powerful and courageous 
conservative women who are publicly fighting to uphold our nation’s 
ideals—that we are a free people who are united by our Constitution and 
believe that American ideals are worth fighting for. In the media climate of 
our day, these women are unfairly covered by the press, or not covered at 
all. And that is unfortunate for us all. Women have long played a vital role 
in maintaining the spirit of American independence and strength. The left 
can keep their Cardi Bs, Alyssa Milanos and Chelsea Handlers. We need to 
hear from the women who don’t apologize for wanting to preserve Western 
culture and ideals. 

https://royaldiademmag.com/2019/04/08/on-being-brigitte-a-profile-in-
courage/ 

Other Articles 
Does anyone have a right to practice sharia? 

Even though Islamists practice and promote what our laws, standards, and 
norms classify as debased, antisocial, and criminal, many of our public 
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officials, academics, educators, clerics, businessmen, journalists, and 
celebrities, as well as other progressives and community leaders, tend to 
say such things as "They have a right to practice their religion" and 
"Muslims are good people." Sharia is entirely incompatible with American 
laws, purposes, and norms.  Practice and promotion of sharia are 
unlawful.  Implementation of sharia means to suppress civilization and to 
advance barbarism.  No one has a right to abuse, persecute, and victimize 
others, and so no one has a right to practice sharia. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/08/does_anyone_have_a_rig
ht_to_practice_sharia.html#ixzz5wylwUgSk  
 

Islamists and Neo-Nazis Are Not Opposites – On 
the Contrary 

Since the late 18th century, a series of revolutions, starting in America, 
Haiti and France, brought democracy to the world. With it, they brought 
the concept of civil rights, separation of religion and state, rights for 
women, an end to slavery and a host of other positive transformations. 
Both the Far Right and Islamists seek to reverse those gains. The objective 
of any genuinely neo-Nazi program is to empower a strong and powerful 
leader to create a powerful authoritarian state. 
 
https://clarionproject.org/islmist-neo-nazis-not-opposites/ 
 
Environmentalists Killed More Europeans Than 
Islamic Terrorists Did 

 
When a heat wave consumed Europe in 1540, leading to the hottest 
temperatures on record and the deaths of thousands, the people blamed a 
higher power. In England, where the River Trent dried up, the 
megadrought was blamed on Henry VIII’s sacrilegious crackdown on 
monasteries.  Environmentalism has so hopelessly tangled human 
civilization and the environment that we are no longer able to understand 
the planet on its own terms, instead of as a luddite eschatology in which 
the climate is a deity punishing us for our civilizational ingenuity with hot 
weather and natural disasters. 

  
http://sultanknish.blogspot.com/2019/08/environmentalists-killed-more-
europeans.html 
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Calling out the climate hypocrites 
 
Obvious and repulsive hypocrisy on the part of wealthy and connected 
people telling us that we must sacrifice our standard of living – indeed, our 
very way of life – finally is being called out. They want us to bear the entire 
burden, while their jet-setting lifestyles remain untouched. They exempt 
themselves from the strictures they want on others because they are 
clothed in virtue. And they exploit a child in the hope of duping other 
children. They have taken over Ms. Thunberg’s life, and it will never be the 
same. This is child abuse. But, of course her handlers presume that the 
virtue of their crusade excuses robbing a young girl of her childhood. 

 
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/08/calling_out_the_climate_h
ypocrites.html 
 

Pipe down, Elton, you eco-snob 

We are glimpsing the elitism behind the green movement’s caring facade. 
Strip away all the bunkum about saving the planet and what we have here 
is a movement stuffed with the posh and rich berating the rest of us for 
our allegedly bad habits. Snobbery masquerading as social justice: 
wokeness summed up. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/08/20/pipe-down-elton-you-eco-
snob/ 

Camille Paglia and the Consciousness-Light Day of 
Western Man 
Despite these acute observations, and her almost singular attribution of 
cultural "greatness" to western civilization, Paglia's declaratory statements 
are always about the biological differences between males and females as 
such. "All the genres of philosophy, science, high art, athletics, and politics 
were invented by men". She knows that "everything great in western 
civilization has come from a struggle against our origins" in nature, against 
the "mother-cult", and she knows that only western man refused to 
reconcile with nature, however impossible it is to escape nature.  

https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/08/camille-paglia-consciousness-light-
day-western-man.html 
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The Extinction of Christians in the Middle East 
"Christianity in Iraq, one of the oldest Churches, if not the oldest Church in 
the world, is perilously close to extinction", Bashar Warda, Archbishop of 
Irbil, the capital of Iraqi Kurdistan, remarked in London in May. "Those of 
us who remain must be ready to face martyrdom". Warda went on to 
accuse Britain's leaders of "political correctness" over the issue for fear of 
being accused of "Islamophobia." 

"Those people are the same ones who came here many years ago. And we 
accepted them. We are the original people in this land. We accepted them, 
we opened the doors for them, and they push us to be minorities in our 
land, then refugees in our land. And this will be with you if you don't wake 
up." 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14691/extinction-christians-middle-east 

Evangelical Charity World Vision’s Terror-Funding 
Scandal Continues 

Empowering rogue regimes — like Sudan or Hamas in Gaza — creates the 
problems World Vision seeks to solve, and World Vision’s local partners 
should demand clarity. The shroud of moral darkness surrounding World 
Vision’s actions is a departure from the spirit of service that is the basis for 
its very existence. World Vision, a multi-billion dollar international charity 
founded on evangelical Christian principles, has made quite a few deals 
with the devil. A new terror-funding scandal seems to implicate the 
organization every few years. 

https://www.dailywire.com/news/50894/rhea-evangelical-charity-world-
visions-terror-karys-rhea 

YouTubes 
 

Piers Morgan: "The Left Have Become Unbearable". 

What he doesn’t get is that leftism means Marxism. Marxism is a slightly 
more pointed or tactical Hegelianism. Hegel and Marx right to the Frankfurt 
School is simply a negation of everything in the West. Our institutions, our 
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culture, our very biological reality. Once you understand this, then one can 
look at the left and its insanity and see it for what it is. 

https://vladtepesblog.com/2019/08/20/the-left-has-become-unbearable/ 

Making Sense with Sam Harris #43 — What Do 
Jihadists Really Want? 
 
In this episode Sam Harris reads from the latest issue of Dabiq, the 

magazine of ISIS, and discusses the beliefs and goals of jihadists 

worldwide. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXPbbqZl9-Q 

Tommy Robinson: Political Thought Criminal 
Speaks Out 
 
If you have a corrupt media, you don’t have a democracy. “You Can't 

Watch This” is an independent documentary film concerning itself with 

Freedom of Speech and the online world. Told through the stories of high-

profile conservatives who vanished from the internet almost overnight, 

YCWT explores the effects and efficacy of social media censorship and the 

implications for Americans' First Amendment rights.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLCpsHTsCMc&feature=youtu.be 

Remembering the 

great Oriana Fallaci 
 

Oriana Fallaci was a true investigative journalist who puts 

the lame fake-news and propagandistic ‘journalists’ of today 

to shame. Didn’t any of those news people ever have a vision 

of doing clean, objective journalism? Instead they soil 

themselves shoveling dirt and propaganda. Oriana Fallaci 

should be the patron saint of journalists. 
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Al Jazeera Bemoans the Celebration, in Italy, of 

Oriana Fallaci (Part 1) 

She wrote that Muslim immigration was turning Europe into “a colony of 
Islam,” an abject place that she called “Eurabia,” (the term made famous 
by Bat Ye’or), which would eventually “end up with minarets in place of the 
bell-towers, with the burka in place of the mini-skirt.” Fallaci argued that 
contemporary immigration from Muslim countries to Europe amounted to 
the same thing — invasion — only this time with “children and boats” 
instead of “troops and cannons.” And, as Fallaci described it, the “art of 
invading and conquering and subjugating” is “the only art at which the 
sons of Allah have always excelled.” 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/al-jazeera-bemoans-the-celebration-

in-italy-of-oriana-fallaci-part-1 

Al Jazeera Bemoans the Celebration, in Italy, of 
Oriana Fallaci (Part 2) 

From beyond the grave, Fallaci is having a deep and salutary effect on 
Italian politics. Thirteen years after her death, the threat of Islam in Europe 
that she warned about becomes ever more apparent. Since her death, 
many more Muslims have been allowed into Europe, more than two million 
into Germany alone. It is not Pope Francis who is defending Christian Italy; 
he has turned out to be a simple-minded apologist and Defender of Islamic 
Faith who exhibits all the features of that “buonismo” which so enraged 
Fallaci. The stoutest defender of Christian Italy turns out to be the 
anticlerical atheist Oriana Fallaci. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/al-jazeera-bemoans-the-celebration-
in-italy-of-oriana-fallaci-part-2 
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ACT! For Canada 
Please sign up to become a  

member of ACT! For Canada: 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/become-member/ 
 

Please make a donation if possible: 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/ 
 

Without your help, our vital work in waging this battle 

of ideas would not be possible. Remember: Freedom is 

never free.  Please make a donation. 
 
The news items, blogs, educational materials and other information in our emails and on our 

website are only intended to provide information, news and commentary on events and issues 

related to the threat of radical Islam. Much of this information is based upon media sources, such 
as the AP wire services, newspapers, magazines, books, online news blog and news services, and 
radio and television, which we deem to be reliable. However, we have undertaken no independent 
investigation to verify the accuracy of the information reported by these media sources. We 
therefore disclaim all liability for false or inaccurate information from these media sources. We 
also disclaim all liability for the third-party information that may be accessed through the material 
referenced in our emails or posted on our website. 
This newsletter is not the official newsletter or communication of ACT! for America, Inc. This 
newsletter is independently operated by ACT! for Canada named on this communication. The 
statements, positions, opinions and views expressed in this website, whether written, audible, or 
video, are those of the individuals and organizations making them and do not necessarily 
represent the positions, views, and opinions of ACT! For America, Inc. or ACT! For Canada, its 
directors, officers, or agents. 
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